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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0607907A1] A tempering apparatus for tempering a steel plate includes a furnace, an inlet for putting a product which is quenched
into the furnace, the inlet is disposed on the furnace, an outlet for taking the product which is tempered out the furnace, the outlet is disposed at
an upper portion of the inlet, a fixed die disposed under a roof of the furnace, a pressing member moving in a vertical direction under the fixed
die, a plurality of movable dies disposed between the fixed die and the pressing member so as to lie one upon another, the movable dies which
sandwich the products each other, a conveying member disposed in the furnace adjacently to the pressing member and which is moved in a vertical
direction, a first transmitting member which transmits at least one of the movable die from the conveying member to the pressing member, a second
transmitting member which transmits at least one of the movable die laid on a top of the movable dies held by the pressing member to a near portion
to the outlet, a first holding member disposed between the pressing member and the fixed die and which holds the plurality of movable dies and a
second holding member disposed at an upper portion of the first holding member and which holds at least one of the movable dies. <IMAGE>
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